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Case study approach provides participants with realistic work placement situations.
Cases provide the reality of work situation – which includes incomplete or different
understanding of information, time constraints, and conflicting personal goals of
parties involved. The case method puts more experience into learning time than any
other teaching approach. It stimulates seminar or workshop participants’ analytical
thinking and encourages discussion. Not only is it the most appropriate and practical
way to learn work placement design and implementation skills, it is exciting and
enjoyable.

The Minicase collection includes valuable contributions of participants of European
Q-Placements TRAIN-THE-TRAINER workshop in Riga, Latvia during October 13 - 15,
2014
These reflect the wide variety of experiences in the Netherlands, Spain, Slovenia and
Latvia.
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Questions for Class Discussions
Proficiency in questioning is one of the most important aspects of case study
approach teaching approach. Good questions take into account:
⁻ the specific audience: What are the participants’ needs, interests, and
abilities?
⁻ the pedagogical goals of the activity: What are the learning objectives?
⁻ the content and workshop aim: Which case features are relevant, surprising,
confusing, etc.?
This following questions may effectively apply to various scenarios that commonly
occur during a case study discussion:
1. Evaluate the situation
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻

Who is involved
What situation developed
When did the situation developed
Where the situation took place
Who has been or will be affected and
How the situation elevated to this point

2. Explain the main issue of the situation
3. What steps would you take to resolve the situation?
4. Describe what should be done before (during or after) the placement to prevent
the problem identified
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Case 1.
Learner Kim in salon “TopHairFashion”
Kim is usually accompanied by her mother everywhere she goes, and her mother
influences Kims decicions. By acting in this way, she seems to obstruct Kims
development.
Kim is learning to become a hairdresser and has found herself a workplace in salon
“TopHairFashion”.
Practice trainer Anita is very devoted to teaching pupils in her salon. When she first
met Kim, Kim was accompanied by her mother. She really liked Kim at first sight, but
noticed that Kims mother did all the talking, so she could not get insight in the real
Kim. They made appointments about working hours, dresscode, personal care and
also agreed about the date to start work.
Already in the first week of Kims work placement, the mother started interferring:
she started coming in a few times every day, took Kim out of the salon for a lunch,
started interrupting in conversations, etc.
The mother is not a very representative person and it looked like Kim did not take
the appointments about personal care very serious.
But Anita found, that it was not Kim’s fault: after all she could not help having the
mother she had. Anita decided to talk to Kim and pointed out the problem: “I like to
helpm you learn the profession, but you have to start acting as we agreed and you
have to tell your mother, that she is not welcome here during working hours.” She
also told Kim: ”Tomorrow you have to come on your own, as we agreed: dressed in
clean black clothes, on time (8.30 a.m.) and without your mum. Your mum is not
supposed to come along during working hours. If you want to become a hairdresser,
you are my trainee, not your mum.”
The next day Kim did not appear at all. Even more, her mother was using offensive
language when talking to Anita: „You are a bitch, Kim is too good for you, you don’t
deserve her!”
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Case 2.
The pros and cons of students’ finding the work placement themselves 1

I am working in an educational institutions providing vocational education and
training (further in the text - IVET school). My duties at IVET school include
organising work placements. The previous practice at the IVET school was to
encourage learners to find host organsations for their practical placements
themselves. The argument supporting such approach was that thus the learners
already from their first year at the IVET school start learning how to fing their ways
on the job market.
At the same time the surveys of the IVET school graduates provide lots of critical
remarks about the practical placements. The respondents, the Mechatronic Systems
Operating Technicians in particular, were pointing out the inconsistance of the
functions they had to perform during the placement with the description of the work
placement program. Many respondents considered the practical placement as a
formality with very little added value to their practical skills.
The question for further consideration is: What are the pros and cons of students’
finding the work placement themselves.

1

The Case could be used as the focus for a debate on this question
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Case 3.
Student Sofie wants to become a hairdresser
Student, Sofie, wants to study to become a hairdresser. She has an interview with
the counsellor and teacher Angela.
Angela asks her why she wants to become a hairdresser. She doesn’t have a story,
she thinks it´s nice, her girlfriend wants to become a hairdresser as well and her
mother said it´s just a thing for her. It´s nice to work in a salon, with all different
people and later on, she can look for her children herself. When Angela asked for
her pursuits in the weekend she tells very enthusiastic about her job: looking for
the little boys of the neighbors on all Saturday’s and the shopping evenings. The
neighbors are working at those times and she looks for the boys and she loves it.
Angela is a professional, she “feels” a girl “has the guts” to become a hairdresser of
not. Feelings about Sofie: it doesn’t work for this girl. She will be more happy when
she can work with children. Childcare…
Angela offers Sofie to go to a meeting at school with a hairdresser. The hairdresser
will talk about the profession, all aspects, the nice sides but also the other, less
pleasant sides.
The next day Sofie’s mother is on the phone. Sofie wants to be a hairdresser, she has
the right diploma so she wants to start. There is a salon where Sofie can come to
practice. She, Sofie’s mother, has arranged it all.
Sofie starts the courses and her internship. In the sixth week Sofie is at her
workplace, the owner of her workplace, salon Flair is on the phone to the school. She
does not want to work with this student.
Sofie does not want to work on the Saturdays and shopping evenings. Also, there is
no “click” with the clients. She doesn’t see the things to be done and because of that
there is no click (common ground) with the colleagues.
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Case 4.
How to assist students to maximize their performance
On March 4, 2013 our student started his placements in a company, which lasted till
June 7. After the first week of his placement the student reported that the objectives
set for his placement are not being met. On contrary, he is asked to undertake only
auxiliary tasks such as - moving some construction components, removing rust,
digging the trenches etc.
After having talked with the tutor from the company the school tutor understood
that currently the student’s welding skills are not evaluated as high enough as
required for a professional welder. As it turned out later the student was given the
auxiliary tasks from the very beginning of his placement, thus leaving him with no
chance to demonstrate his professional ability. He was given a welding machine he
was not familiar with and only one test sample to demonstrate his skills on. Of
course, also the stress influenced student’s performance when he learnt that the
first attempt to demonstrate his skills will basically determine the final evaluation.
Knowing that the student’s performance during studies was good, the school tutor
talked with the tutor at the company and they reached a compromise that during
the next week the student will be given time to practice with the particular welding
machine and only then weld the sample for evaluation. The school tutor expressed
the wish to take part in the evaluation and in case test sample would not meet the
requirements set by the company, the school will arrange placement for this student
somewhere else.
Towards the end of next week, as agreed, the school tutor came to the company to
evaluate the student’s work. It was good to see that the student had welded the
sample very good. Of course, if paying attention to the tiniest detail, one could find
some minor imperfections, but in general it was done in compliance with the highest
requirements of the standard ISO 5817 Type B. When seeing the student’s
determination and performance results, from that point forward the student was
given tasks corresponding with to his placement program and was able even to work
on production of export products. After graduation from VET school the student
continued to work in the same company already as a qualified welder.
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Case 5.
Company’s expectations and student’s capabilities
Each year when searching for placement possibilities, both the students and the
tutors at VET school face one particular problem. The employer wants to have an
employee with a 3-5 years practical experience in the particular field. To require it
from VET school students is quite absurd, as it is the work placement in the
company where they can obtain the first real work experience.
To avoid situations when during the placement, the students are given tasks not
compliant with their placement programs, quite often they have to work hard to
prove their abilities and it also requires long discussions between tutor from VET
school and the person in charge of manufacturing department. Students are
sometimes seen as a burden, not bringing any benefit but only being a waste of time
and resources. Employers often do not understand that in order to „educate” a
good employee, also the company needs to invest. Also you have to remember that
it is easier to teach the younger generation than to re-train the older ones. VET
school experience proves that youngsters have this virtue for work, energy and
determination to do better and they often manage to perform better than more
experienced welders who have got used to doing things more carelessly or even not
to do at all. To say „new broom sweeps clean” would be quite appropriate here.
In separate cases some companies (such as e.g. „Rīgas Siltums”, the main heat
supplier of Riga) are ready to give students some additional training, so that towards
the end of their placement period, they would be able to meet the highest
requirement for the welder, namely, in compliance with ISO9606-1 requirements to
weld a pipe at an angle of 45 degrees and to comply with ISO5817-B type highest
quality requirements.
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Case 6.
Practical placement opens new carrier possibilities
During her work placement (March 10 - June 13, 2014) at Individual sewing
enterprise „SIA Bukera” Boutique „Keita” Zane, the student, made a wedding gown,
performed apparel mending, made decorative flowers, pearl decorations. Working
individually sew components of apparel, prepared clothing for trying on,
communicated with clients. Work in an individual sewing enterprise required ability
to adapt to new and real working conditions, requirements and has enhanced the
student’s professional development.
During 560 hours of the placement period, Zane was provided with all the necessary
tools and sewing equipment. The tutor from the company was competent (owner
and person-in-charge of the production). The school tutor checked the progress of
placement once in two weeks. When the placement was over, the enterprise
received remuneration for providing of placement.
The placement progress was described in the placement journal, placement report in
form of a presentation and the defence of the placement report took place.
Beginning with 1 September, 2014 Zane has started to work in Liepaja State
Technical School as tehnician in the sewing training class and assists the teaching
staff to deliver practical trainings. Work with students requires patience, attention
and knowledge. While working together with more experienced colleagues, she is
able to acquire new professional skills. Since many teachers in the school are close to
retirement age, Zane has decided to obtain higher professional and pedagogical
education in order to be able to work in the school as a teacher.
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Case 7.
The value of critical feedback
Part I
In June 2013, Jolanta, who is a 2nd year student in a tourism and hospitality
commerce program, went for a placement to a campsite. During this placement she
was asked to do the duties of a maid – wash floors, clean toilets,arrange beds,wash
and iron clothing. When arriving to check on her work, the employer is shocked of
what she sees. The 16-year-old girl does not know how to wash floors, windows,
make the bed or iron the bedsheets. The employer gives very critical feedback to the
school – blaming why these simple things have not been taught.
Lessons learned:
1. The student was trained the maid skills and continued the placement for the
whole summer and even received financial reward in the end. This year she did her
placement in Ibiza (Spain) where only after a week got promoted, since she was very
good and accurate at these simple tasks.
2. The VET school included the acqusition of maid skills in the 1st year program of
practical training, which was implemented in collaboration with a local hotel where
students could once a week learn these skills on the job.
Part II
Two prospective car mechanics from the same school went with a year diference to
do the placement in the same company in Bremen, Germany. Back in Latvia they
participated in valorization seminar where they were asked to reflect about the
placement.
Guntis: I was not allowed to do anything. Only the auxiliary works such as – clean the
floor, give some tool ...it was so boring that I could not wait for the placement to
end. Everybody were so unfriendly, did not trust me any work. I would never go to
another country for the placement.
Kārlis, a year later: Wow...what a placement I had. Imagine, I was changing a car
turbine! Really not just touching it, but I changed it myself! I doubt that in Latvia I
could have even seen such car, not to imagine to change the turbine. I also had a test
ride with it afterwards! Alone! And my tutor showed me various tips and tricks!
What a fellow! We even had a beer together!
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Case 8.
Attitude matters
Mar and Leila were two VET students of Commerce. In class they were very chatty and a
little bit complicated. To be 6 hours in class was not easy. The attitude was also not the best
to be in a company. Mar didn’t achieve ESO and had to study a PQPI to be able to start VET.
It is not easy to find companies with the patient to follow the students in their attitudes.
They have not only have to teach how to sell, they also have to teach how to speak to a
customer, how to move into the shop, how to be dressed...
SHANA was a company very involved in all that process and that made things easy but, as
you can imagine, they had to work hard to get the two girls into the philosophy of the
company.
When finally the girls were working well, another problem appeared that the school had to
cope with. The other employees felt nervous when they saw that Leila and mainly Mar
were even better than them.
There was also a robbery in the shop and Mar stopped the thieves in the door of the shop
and when they try to go out running, she was running behind in order to stop them. The
school tutor had to talk to her because really her attitude was too reckless.
Currently Mar is working, with a real contract in SHANA, as a sales manager. At the end of
the following video you can see both students working in the shop.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG_Id8k05K4
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Case 9.
Real life challenges
One of the most difficult things when the school wants to start with DUAL system is
to find companies that want to be involved in that process because they have to do a
real contract with the students or to do a grant with salary to the students.
There are companies that have signed collaboration agreements with the school but
when the school wants to send students to the company, the company seems never
to find good time for work placement.
ESTAMP is a company that is really open for productive cooperation with the school.
They have put all the facilities to have students. Even, this summer, they have
organised a conference to inform all the teachers from Salesians the way they live
the experience.
The first problem the school had was regarding the age of the students. Students
under 18 could not do the training in ESTAMP because the security rules require
minimum age, starting with 18 years.
Another problem was the fact that some students, when they had the contract with
the company, stopped the classes at the school.
There were also employees very reticence to have students with them, first because
they have to lose time explaining and second because they felt their jobs were in
danger.
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